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Using this Guide

All the elements, photos, images, and fonts used in this
document are available to copy and paste into your designs. 

If you have any questions on how to best use any of the
items, or scenarios that aren't covered in this document,
please contact:

Fred Reibin
Communications Coordinator, GIWS
fred.reibin@usask.ca

These guidelines are a living document, intended to give
you the tools, assets and understanding of how to make
the most of the brand identity. 

It's all right here.

What about Questions?
*If pages are appearing washed out in white,

you may need to adjust the accessibility
features in your PDF viewer. Need any

additional accessibility features? Let us know
and we'll make the required adjustments.

mailto:fred.reibin@usask.ca


Vision & 
Mission
Setting the Foundation

Vision: Empowering people and communities to connect
water science with the stories that bring us solutions,
adaptation, and actions for the world’s water realities.

Mission: To be an evolving outreach and education
platform that provides accessible, reputable and actionable
water science communication for the global community.



Voice & Tone

Exploring the unknown in uncertain times and sharing
the relevant findings, the humble sage explorer is
grounded, relatable, while brining a sense of hope to the
current water reality. 

These
characteristics
come through in
our written
communication,
verbally, and
visually

Genuine

Curious

Well Informed

Brave

Inclusive

Humble

The voice makes the personality of the
brand. Personalities narrow down to
archetypes, which bring the brand
character to life.

The tone is the emotion behind how the brand
communicates. This may be consistent for the
brand, or it can change based on context. 

The Humble Sage Explorer



Brand Story

What about water? brings the most current water realities, stories that inspire action,
and connects water science with traditional ways of knowing. The content from what
about water is engaging and empowering. The What about water team is transparent,
offering opportunities to connect followers with useful information,  impactful water
experts, and training for action. 

The brand is the entire ecosystem around what about water that leads to a feeling or
perception in the eyes & hearts of our community. 
 
The brand story is the deepest driver of that perception for those who engage with the
brand. This story is both shaped by the organization and those outside the
organization like fellow followers, media, influencers, etc.  
 
Although it may never be shared with the audience, writing the brand story helps to
intentionally bring the story to life. 

What About Water?  Brand Story



Brand History

Let's Talk About Water started in 2009 as a series of University events. The Global
Institute for Water Security joined forces with LTAW in 2018 to launch the podcast, film
festival, and film prize. In 2021, 'what about water?' was born out of the success of the
collaboration, along with a new name & visual identity. 

'Let's Talk About Water' becomes 'What About Water?'



The wheat sheaf represents agriculture. Water is
essential for the food we eat. As we face water
shortages, the way we grow food will also adapt and
evolve. 

Agriculture

The building represents community and industry -
the human impact and needs for water. 

Community & Industry

The waves flow both out and down, representing
both surface water and ground water that makes up
the majority of the water humans use. 

Water

The tree and sun represent nature. The source of all
we have and an essential relationship with water.
Water is considered the messanger for a changing
environment. 

Nature

Parts of the What About Water Logo

TM

Symbols &
Meanings



The play button icon is the signpost of the film festival. As
with the podcast, use this icon as a subtle indicator of
film festival content, and incorporate the prairie moss
green into festival design aesthetic.

Film Festival

I light bulb is the signpost for WaW education initiatives.
Use this icon as a subtle indicator of education content
and incorporate Broadway yellow into education design
aesthetic. 

Education

Use this icon on images, pages, and video
specifically related to the podcast. Generally, use this
icon as a sign post (marking it's podcast media),
rather than a central feature of the design.  Podcast
colours follow the pallet of the icon. 

Podcast

The clapper is the signpost of the film prize. Use this icon as a
subtle indicator of the film prize content, and incorporate Gem
Lakes blue into film prize design aesthetic. 

Film Prize
TM

Icon
Variations



Use this element with at least 50% opacity to give
texture to backgrounds. Use a contrasting colour to
the background for visibility. 

Topography Overlay
Use the Jay Icon to add humble character to items
about Jay. 

Jay Icon

Additional
Elements

Use this icon on images, pages, and video
specifically related to the podcast. Generally, use
this icon as a sign post (marking it's podcast
media), rather than a central feature of the design.  
Podcast colours follow the pallet of the icon. 

Background Box



Creolia
Bold

Use Creolia Bold to make titles, headers &
statements pop. Like salt, a pinch of Creolia goes a
long way - be sure not to overuse. For body text, use
Poppins. Always use Title Case, instead of ALL CAPS. 

Splashy Headers ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklm
nopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Bold
Statements

Only use 
Title Case

Logo & Header Font
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Left justified is the standard alignment
for the WaW logo text. Use in the
majority of cases with the words
stacked on top of each other. 

Left Justified

Only use centre justification or single line
display when the design will absolutely not
work with left alignment. 

Centre Justified

The water drop alternate logo text stands
alone well without the icon.  Use this
alternate in special occasions when the
text needs to stand alone without other
supporting brand elements. 

Water Drop Alternate

Logo Text Use



Poppins Bold
Poppins Light    

The poppins font is the 'getting down to business' font.
Poppins Light should be used for the majority of section
titles and body text. Bold statements can be made with
either Creolia or Poppins. Use Title Caps, not All Caps. 

Section Titles ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklm
nopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Bold
Statements

Only use Title
Case

Body Fonts



Glacial Navy
#0D1F25

Broadway Yellow
#F7BD4A

Groundwater Aqua
#33595D

Seafoam Teal
#DCE8DB

Primary
Colours

Primary colours can be used for significant
backgrounds and in most use cases for the brand.
The colour combinations shown are accessible and
easy to read due to contrast. 

When displaying the logo on a colour background,
use the suggested colour combinations. 

Colour palette for
identity usage
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Gem Lakes Blue
#6EAAB1

Forest Green
#25582C

Prairie Moss Green
#3F7D43

Snowpack white
#FFFFFF

Secondary
Colours

The secondary colours compliment the primary
colours in the brand identity. They should not be
used as backgrounds. They can be used for buttons,
dividing lines, icons, and accents. 

Giving life & variety to
the identity. 



clear space

clear space
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clear space
Exclusion
Zones

When using the text logo, ensure there is sufficient clear
space between the edges of the logo and photographs,
other designs, text, & the edge of the page/screen. 

Sufficient clear space
around the logo
increases its visual
recognition, appeal
and memorability. 
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Tempting, but don't do it
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No Dropshadows

Don't use colours outside of
the brand pallette

No outlines No pixelated image files

No background Lift, Shimmer, Sparkle Don't change the icon colours

Don't stretch logos 
out of proportion



Do this instead.

what 
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Use a box overtop of busy & complex 
to read backgrounds 

Use high colour contrast for 
accessibility. See page 12 for 

colour combinations

Use category icons & colours
to visually guide the audience

what 
about
water?
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Using colour to make 
the branches of focus stand out

what
about
water?

Podcast

Water Film Prize

Film Festival

Education

Talking with leaders on 
water solutions & adaptation

Submit a 2 minute film on 
water solutions & adaptation

Inspiring films on 
water solutions & adaptation

Workshops & training for youth
and water film makers



Logo
Application

Position the logo on pictures over top of minimal
background clutter. Use a highly contrasting font colour to
the background it's placed on. 

Position the logo to be seen
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Using Photos

Use real photos of real people we collaborate with
whenever possible. 
The GIWS has a tremendous amount of imagery from
drones and research sites we can use as needed. 
Prefer real people and images connected to WaW over
stock imagery
Photo style is slightly muted and low contrast. Shown in
the photos included, the Canva Photogenic filter "Astro"
treats most images to the brand style. 
Avoid high contrast, high saturation, high exposed
images

Photos bring the identity to
life and bring in a genuine
personality to the work we
do. 



About GIWS

The Global Institute for Water Security (GIWS) at the
University of Saskatchewan (USask) is the top water
resources research institute in Canada and one of the
most advanced hydrology research centres in the world.
GIWS is dedicated to helping protect our precious
freshwater resources needed for the world’s growing
demand for sustainable food production, mitigating the
risk of water-related disasters such as floods, droughts,
and fires, predicting and forecasting extremes of global
change through the use of advanced remote sensing and
modelling techniques, and co-creating traditional
knowledge with western science to empower Indigenous
communities in protecting water health. 

Enabling & Enhancing Water
Security



Download the Assets
www.whataboutwater.org/assets


